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Ultra Marathon Malarky
By Jason Tilton
I think that the difference between a runner
and a non-runner is fairly simple. A non-runner
runs to the end of the block and determines that
continuing would be unpleasant and stops. A runner
runs to the end of the block and finds the thought of
continuing unpleasant, but continues anyway. Upon
continuing, you find all sorts of sources of joy within
the experience itself, and then of course the joy of
completing your journey and the delayed gratification
of finally stopping. I have found all sorts of events
and experiences to be rewarding. You can run really
fast until you cough up blood, as I did at my first 5K,
or a little slower at a half marathon and feel like you
have run far enough for today. But far enough for
today is always less than a marathon for me.
There is a point in any marathon I have run at
which it is no longer fun to run. “The Wall” they call
it. If I am running at a reasonably challenging pace,
somewhere between mile 18-22 something happens
within me that makes it difficult to think and puts
me in a very negative mood. That, and my legs hurt.
In my limited experience, you don’t actually break
through the wall, you get to carry it with you for the
remainder of your journey. So somewhere around 20
miles I turn into a sweaty, unintelligible, disoriented
,nasty man lumbering down the road with a limping
gait. So far that has been enough to get me through
6 miles just because running has become so habitual
that the thought of stopping never occurs in my
fevered mind. I am also naturally introverted, so
instead of expressing my pain with ugly comments to
those around me, when I revert back to my primitive
reptilian brain, I keep it to myself. Once I stop, the
memory of the pain of the last few miles starts to
fade from my mind gradually, until a few hours later

Jason Tilton after winning Steal the Seal 50K

I might already be thinking of where I might run
the next one. “Might”, because I find my life to be
a random series of events that I have little control
over, so I tend not to spend time with planning and
anticipation. I never asked myself “Hey, what if I
do the next one in the dark on a hot, humid night
across hilly country roads with loose dogs and wild
animals, and to make it interesting, tack on another 5
miles at the end so that I can really become familiar
with praying for swift death?” And it is good that I
didn’t ask that, because then I would have never run
the Steal the Seal 50K on June 12th.
I began as I always begin, with giddy excitement
and adrenaline, filled with energy and goodwill
towards my fellow man. To me, the world had a
diffuse rainbow colored light filtering through the
air, with a faint scent of roses and the song of angels
filled the air. I ran down Lincoln at something around
a 7 minute pace, at the time it felt like no sort of
See Ultra on page 8
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The Heat is On!
The heat and humidity have arrived and I hope they don’t stay too long. I have yet to discover when the
coolest time of the day is. Mornings are humid and afternoons are just flat hot. Remember to run with caution
and drink plenty of fluids as the mercury climbs.
If you read last month’s cover story, you will be happy to hear Tom Briggs was successful in qualifying
for his 26th consecutive Boston Marathon with a time of 4:43 at Grandma’s. Congratulation to Jason Tilton’s
1st place overall and Mary Mikkelson’s 1st place female master finish at the inaugural event - Steal the Seal
50K. The big question is will they return next year to defend their titles?
Deb and Steve Johnson once again hosted our summer social and once again did an outstanding job. The
burgers were great along with all the side dishes and deserts. Landrunners do know how to eat! Thanks Deb
and Steve!
Volunteers are needed for tree watering at Lake Hefner-contact Bill Robinson @ runandsoar@yahoo.com
for details.
Fall marathon training will be starting up July 31st. Check the website for upcoming details and schedule.
The next club meeting will be July 19th at Ingrid’s and among other things we will be discussing barefoot
running.
Keep Running,

Chuck Mikkelson, President

Do we have a

VOLUNTEER?

State Farm believes that change begins with you. Join
the thousands of State Farm agents and associates
who volunteer everyday to help build stronger
communities. Together we give something back.

Ted Withrow CLU ChFC CASL, Agent
3508 N Rockwell Avenue
Bethany, OK 73008
Bus: 405-495-2355
ted.withrow.b3ii@statefarm.com

P047044

statefarm.com®
State Farm Insurance Companies • Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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quarter
marathon
5k
fun run
“the Double”
quarter
marathon
+ 5k

August 7, 2010

Blue Dome District
Tulsa, oklahoma

quartermarathon.com

November 21, 2010

Tulsa, Oklahoma
route66marathon.com

marathon • half marathon
marathon relay • mayor’s 5k fitness run anD Walk • one mile fun run
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Landrunner Calendar of Events
Date
7/2
7/3
7/10
7/11
7/19
8/7
8/14
8/15
8/16
8/21
8/28
9/4

Event
Midnight Madness 50 Miler
Stars & Stripes Forever 5K
Du Draper On-Road
Du Draper Off-Road
Club Meeting - Barefoot Running
Route 66 Quarter Marathon & 5K
Midnight Streak 5K
Hillapalooza Triathlon
Club Meeting - TBA
Tatur Mud Run
Run With the Bulls 5K
Brookhaven 5K

Landrunners In
Action

Location/Time
Arkansas River Tulsa @ 11:59pm
Stars & Stripes-Lake Hefner @ 7:30am
Lake Stanley Draper @ 7:30am
Lake Stanley Draper @ 7:30am
Ingrid’s Kitchen @ 6:30pm
Tulsa, OK @ 7:30am
OK Fair Park-City Arts Center @ 10:30pm
Lake Arcadia @ 7:00am
Ingrid’s Kitchen @ 6:30pm
Tulsa, OK @ 3:00pm
Stockyards City @ 7:00am
Norman @ 8:00am

6/6 Mickelson Trail Marathon, Deadwood, SD
Shilpa Abbitt
5:19:25
Carolynn Parker
5:38:57

6/6 Mickelson Trail Half Marathon, Deadwood, SD
Robert Bell
1:50:40
Dan Hartsburg
2:19:53
6/12 Steal the Seal 50K, OKC to Guthrie, OK
Jason Tilton
4:54:00 1st Place overall
Richard Smith
5:10:34
Bill Goodier
5:26:28
Maurice Lee
5:36:21
Bret Sholar
5:53:40
Mary Mikkelson
5:55:18
Randy Nance
6:18:18
Billy Brewer
6:43:49
6/19 Grandma’s Marathon, Duluth, MN
Katie Kramer
3:12:27
Tom Briggs
4:43:37-BQ
Nels Bentson
5:36:24
6/19 Mayor ’s Marathon, Anchorage, AK
David Ball
3:58:32
6/19 Mayor ’s Half Marathon, Anchorage, AK
Jennifer Ball
3:10:35
If you don’t see your results it could be you forgot to report
them so send your results, photos and stories to
news@okcrunning.org

Test your
endurance at
Oklahoma’s
ultrarunning
championship!

Pound the pavement or go off-road in one of
four timed races ranging from one to 24 hours
along the Bluff Creek Trails.
Benefitting United Way of Central Oklahoma.

October 22 - 24, 2010
Friday

1-hour LIVE UNITED run

Saturday

6, 12, and 24-hour races

www.24thehardway.com
Questions? 24thehardway@cox.net
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Event
Short Course
Long Course USAT National
Championship

Date
July 10
July 10

Time
7:30 AM
7:30 AM

Draper Off Road

July 11

7:30 AM

Location
Draper Lake Marina
8301 S.E. 104th St
Oklahoma City, OK
73165
Nu Draper Trails

Distance
5K / 24K / 5K
10K / 69K / 10K

5K / 20K / 5K
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Green Bay Marathon
By Mary Mikkelson
On May 16, 2010, five Landrunners experienced
the thrill of running through Lambeau Field and
hearing the crowd in the stands cheer for them as they
completed their goal of finishing either the Green
Bay full or half marathon. For those non-football
fans, Lambeau Field is the home of the Green Bay
Packers. The group included Mike Gibson, Bill
Goodier, Brandi Salsman, Chuck Mikkelson and
myself.
The marathon starts and ends just outside of
Lambeau Field with a run up the tunnel the players
use to enter the field, a loop around the field and then
down the tunnel into the parking lot and the finish
line. We did not have to worry about the famed
“frozen tundra” that day as the temps were mid 50’s
to low 60’s with clear, sunny skies.
Rather than writing an entire article on the
marathon, I have comprised a list of pros and cons
from my fellow Landrunners and our experience in
Green Bay.
Pros
• Running through Lambeau Field was the highlight
for all (including doing the “Lambeau Leap” for
some!)
• Easy to get to starting line and not congested
• Free race day shuttles to/from local hotels and also
hotels within walking distance of start/finish line
• Plenty of pace groups
• Crowd support was better than any of us expected
• During the second half of the full marathon, there
is a five mile stretch that is run along the Fox River
on a trail that was easier to run on than rest of course
and very scenic
• With a couple of exceptions, the fluid stations were
well manned and supported
• Volunteers were very helpful and friendly
• Flat course
• Nice medal with a cool ribbon
• Small expo, but well organized and packet pick-up
was easy
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Bill Goodier, Brandi Salsman, Chuck Mikkelson,
Mary Mikkelson, Mike Gibson

• Pasta dinner is included in the entry fee (and
includes beer)
• Tailgate party atmosphere at the finish, including
special 26.2 beer provided by local microbrewery
Cons
• Most of the course is on concrete
• Not very scenic, mostly tree lined neighborhoods
(some viewed this as a positive, though, as
homeowners were out cheering on the runners)
• The finish area was a little chaotic, and runners
had to compete with friends and family for food and
beverage
• Advertised beer and brats at the finish line but we
were only provided with half a brat
• No beer on the course (not surprising, this is
Chuck’s comment)
If you go, make sure you take the time to tour
Lambeau Field either before or after. It only takes
an hour and is well worth the $11 cost just to learn
the history of the stadium and the Packers (even if
you aren’t a fan) and see areas of the stadium you
probably would not otherwise be able to see. We
finished our marathon day helping Bill celebrate his
birthday at Brett Favre’s steakhouse, which is within
walking distance of the stadium. If you like steaks,
this is a great place to refuel after your run.
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Ultra continued
pace at all. I kept wondering why I was out in front,
but being in front just reinforced the subconscious
emotional forces compelling my legs to move too fast,
while telling me the whole time that they were barely
moving at all. It wasn’t until the 10K mark that I was
told my time, and I knew that I would pay the price
for a fast start. But as a salty French fisherman might
say wistfully of the sea, staring off philosophically
“The legs, she is like beautiful woman, no? You can
not tame her, she does what she will.” I grabbed a
couple of cups of something to drink and continued
on my way, and made first contact with what turned
out to be my crew: Katie, Holly, and Laura, three
angels sent straight from Heaven to alleviate some of
the world of hurt that was in store for me.
I didn’t see much of them during the first 20K,
and that’s how I liked it. I saw Katie a few times on
my way to the 10K mark, but I was not about to slow
down for anything so it was “hi, bye.” I knew I was
heading towards dehydration after that though, so I
did try to make myself drink during the second 10K
a few times. That got me the bulk of the way through
Edmond, and after a few seconds spent at the water
stop, I was on my way towards Guthrie. The road
is hilly past Edmond, and the route was deceptively
long. The gang stopped to give me water every
couple of miles or so, and after a few times of that I
said “I don’t want to see you again until Seward”, the
next turn, which in my mind could only be maybe 2
miles away. My mind was wrong. The plan of this
wrong mind had been to have some tail lights to see
for motivation in the form of a goal. Once I made it to
Seward, it would be all downhill from there, another
wrong thought from the mind. I crested many a hill
with hopes of seeing those tail lights. I was pretty
incredulous, and as my incredulity grew I began to
take issue with reality. Perhaps I was really Sisiphus,
but instead of rolling a boulder, I just kept running to
the tops of new hills. What sort of cruel reality fills
my head with memories that make me believe I am
actaully a guy named Jason who chose to come out
here to run, nay, actually paid money to experience
this wealth of suffering? Finally, the sight of two
little red lights confirmed my identity, and in doing
so confirmed something else. I had hit the wall.
It is a terrible thing that intimicy between well
behaved adults could be measured in willingness to
be verbally unkind towards their loved one. It is a
pattern I have seen time and time again, and I saw it
in myself when I turned onto Seward road. “Seward
was too far away” I snorted nastily to Katie, with
the clear implication that she should have disobeyed
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my previous request and turned around. It was only
the beginning of an unpleasant man who had become
comfortable enough with a woman to be cruel. I
poured water all over myself. Katie left the car and
began running with me. “9 minute pace”, I told her.
Before long I could tell it wasn’t going to work and
revised the order to a 10 minute pace. When Katie
started pulling away from me, instead of revising
my instructions further, I chose to bite the hand that
was feeding me in exchange for an emotional charge.
“Why don’t you just go run by yourself then!” I called
out.
It was total darkness besides the lights we were
carrying. No way to tell how close or far we were to
downtown Gutrhie. Fireflies everywhere that I had
a momentary thought were really cool looking until
the drama of the pain and my response to it took up
all the space of my consciousness again. The battle
between two little selves. One is feeling the pain and
doesn’t like it “Why are you doing this to me?” it
screams. “Just keep going, almost there.” says the
other guy, who seems to think it’s important for
some reason. He has enough control by way of habit
to keep running at some sort of slow and crippled
pace. The other guy is gaining, though he has enough
control to start crying intermittently. These two rise
up and subside in waves. I am completely past being
able to muster up logical arguments for or against
any course of action. I do think it would be wonderful
if something would jump out and eat me, or at least
the bite of a venomous snake could be a good excuse
to stop running. Oooh, more water over my head,
I hyperventilate from the chilling sensation, even
though most of me is still overheated. Damn, I think I
used up all the water pouring it on me and have none
to drink. As I start to run again I repeatedly promise
that I will never again run this far. Back on track with
10 minute miles. A few minutes later we are breaking
through the forest and onto city street. Awesome!
I don’t have the strength to do much, but I can jog
slowly with a limp like the best of them. I don’t know
what to call a bi-lateral limp, but that’s kind of what
it was, both legs sort of thrashing randomly at the
ground. One more hill at the end that I allow myself
to walk up as a I glance back in paranoia for whatever
horrible beast has been chasing me. Actually, I lack
the energy to look back and just ask Katie to do it
for me, haha. And finally running towards a finsh
line. Before I even stop running the pain is fading.
And then it’s over. I feel great. Not reflecting on my
experiences, just basking in the joy of not running.
It feels so good. But I couldn’t enjoy this wonderful
feeling of not running without running, so I start to
wonder when my next ultramarathon will be.
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Get to Know Board Member –
Mark Bravo
By Mary Mikkelson

This month’s featured OKC Running Club director is
the voice of the marathon – Mark Bravo. Mark has done
the “color commentary” for the channel 4 broadcast of the
Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon for all 10 years of
the marathon. As some of you know, Mark also provided
the marathon training schedule that the Landrunners have
been following in their training program for the last few
years.
Mark is an online and in-person personal running coach
and wellness mentor, working with both runners and nonrunners. He indicates that he has never seen himself as
a conventional personal trainer where his certifications
mostly lie, but assists others both athletically and via
mindset and approach to life.
Mark is also an author, having recently published the
book “Momentum: 77 Observations Toward A Life Well
Lived.” This book shares some of Mark’s thoughts and
insights on “being the best you can be” - not necessarily
the wealthiest or best athlete, or most well-known person,
but the intangibles anyone can tap into and give back to
the world.
Mark has been a member of the OKC running community for a number of years and has run over thirty marathons, but his focus changed a few years ago. In 2007,
Mark had a total hip replacement. As with any athlete, this
decision was not entered into lightly and Mark did extensive research to find the right doctor for him to achieve
his goal of being able to run after the surgery. His first and
last goal now is to run healthy and enjoy the ride! He still
races some, but claims it is not in a “focused” manner the
way he used to race (but he still is fast). Following the hip
replacement, Mark chooses now to not run longer than
a half marathon. Mark stated that he had always considered himself to be a grateful runner, but his gratitude has
grown immeasurably since having his future in the sport
questioned.
Mark has been married for just over a year to Leslie.
As Mark put it, “on that fortunate day (May 31, 2009)
that Leslie agreed to be my wife,” he became a husband,
granddad of two (now three) and step-dad to five great
boys. Mark describes his mother, Ruth, as a vivacious 83
year-old, and he has three sisters (Jan, Joan, and Vikki)
that are sources of great pride to him. For 25 years, Mark
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Mark and Leslie Bravo

enjoyed working with his parents in a family business in
OKC.
By agreeing to be a director for the OKC Running Club,
Mark hopes to help those new to the running club and/or
new to the sport, that 95% of those you see at meetings,
races and runners in general are very positive individuals.
Mark stated he believes the camaraderie in the sport of
running is virtually unparalleled and is a very inclusive
sport no matter what level of ability one has. Mark views
that as a key ingredient in the Landrunners, and why he
chooses to assist in whatever manner possible. Hopefully,
all other Landrunners feel the same way.
Those of us that have had the fortune to meet Mark
know that he is a very positive, optimistic person and
always has some pearls of wisdom for us. Run strong,
Athlete!
Here are two of Mark’s favorite running quotes “To give anything less than your best….is to sacrifice
the gift.” Steve Prefontaine
“That’s the last time I’ll run a marathon”
Virtually everyone I know who’s run one, and Grete
Waitz, after her first of nine New York City Marathon
wins.
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Random Runners Tidbits
By Adi McCasland

Sometimes as runners, we can get so focused
on the goal-setting; training and achievements
of our sport that we forget to sometimes just
experience the lighter side of putting in the
miles. Taking a step back (not while running, of
course!) and letting ourselves relax from time
to time can do just as much as all those tough
training sessions we do. Here are a few quotes to
help you do just that!
“You have to forget your last marathon before
you try another. Your mind can’t know what’s
coming. “
- Frank Shorter
“Running is a mental sport...and we’re all
insane!”
- Author unknown

Recipes to Run By
By Adi McCasland

Deviled Eggs
1 dozen hard boiled eggs
1/2 cup light or reduced fat sour cream
2 tsp dijon mustard
1/2 tsp smoked paprika
3 strips crumbled bacon
3 Tbs thinly sliced green onion tops
Dash sea salt
Dash pepper
Splash lemon juice
1) Halve the eggs length-wise and reserve 8 yolks.
2) Mix sour cream, mustard, paprika, bacon, green
onion, salt, pepper and lemon juice into yolks and
mash well.
3) Fill each egg white half with a heaping tablespoon
of filling and sprinkle tops with additional paprika.
Makes 24
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“Life is short... running makes it seem longer.”
- Baron Hansen
“If you start to feel good during an ultra, don’t
worry, you will get over it.”
- Gene Thibeault
“I don’t think jogging is healthy, especially
morning jogging. If morning joggers knew how
tempting they looked to morning motorists, they
would stay home and do sit-ups.”
- Rita Rudner
“Dear Running, Thank you for giving my
girlfriend a nice butt”
Personally seen at Austin

We’ll Put the Pieces
Together for You
Many companies are choosing to outsource the
management of their employees so that they
can focus on what they are good at ... their business

Worke
Workerʼs
rʼs
Comp
Comp

Contact Lance Young at
Partners Human
Resources Company
405.917.1020 extension 238
www.Partners-HR.com
info@partners-hr.com
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Science You Can Use. Please Do.
By Warren Jones

I’ve just returned from this year’s Annual Meeting
of the American College of Sports Medicine in
Baltimore. I thought you’d appreciate hearing
about some of the studies presented there. Studies
presented at medical or scientific society annual
meetings are not yet, at the time of presentation,
“peer reviewed,” so there’s a chance the studies’
findings and conclusions could be shot down (for a
number of reasons), but I believe these I’ll describe
will withstand scrutiny.
1. The Impact of Marathon Training on Weight Loss.
Sixty four people training for a marathon last year
agreed to a baseline and post marathon measurement
of body weight. The average miles run per week for
the four months of marathon preparation was about
24. The marathoners, on average, ran the marathon
at ten minute per mile pace. Over the four months
of training, some lost weight; some gained; some
remained stable. The percentage who gained and the
percentage that lost were identical. The body mass
index of the entire “cohort,” the sixty four runners,
remained stable. So, very much like the two fellows
who, literally, “ran across America” several years ago
and neither gained nor lost weight, NO AMOUNT
of exercise, by itself, is going to assure weight loss.
Exercise is only part of the equation.
2. Lifting to Get Flexible? Stretching can improve
flexibility, of course, but can resistance training as
well? Researchers wanted to determine how “full
range” resistance training compared to flexibility
achievements via conventional stretching. The
subjects were put into one of three groups: the
lifters, the stretchers, and the control group, which
did neither. The lifters did resistance training with
which we are all familiar, but were required to move
their joints through a full range of motion. It turns
out that the lifters achieved the same (or even more)
flexibility gains as did the conventional stretchers
while the control group, as you’d imagine, gained no
flexibility gains. And, well, there’s this: the lifters got
stronger while the stretchers did not.
3. Energy Drinks Boost Metabolism, But Not Enough.
Energy drinks are widely available soft drinks which
contain caffeine, vitamins, minerals, and other
substances that are purported to increase feelings of
energy. The researchers wanted to evaluate the effect
of energy drinks on “energy expenditure” (calorie
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burn) at rest and during exercise after consumption
of Red Bull, Rockstar, or Monster. Resting Metabolic
Rate (RMR) was, no surprise, increased by
consumption of the energy drinks (from the body’s
effort to digest the calories in the energy drinks), but
had no effect on calorie burn (vs. placebo) during
exercise. The researchers concluded by indicating
that “the magnitude of increase in RMR does not
compensate for the calories provided by an energy
drink. Therefore, energy drinks may contribute to
obesity and do not appear to be ergogenic (WEJ
Note: performance enhancers) during short term
submax exercise.” Maybe YOUR energy drink is
different. Probably not.
4. Protective Health Factors and High Blood
Pressure. The Cooper Clinic (precisely, the Aerobics
Center for Longitudinal Studies) followed a mere
15,000 men over ten years to see what became of
each guy’s blood pressure. No interventions were
imposed. That is, each guy lived his life as he wished,
and no medicine or exercise or weight loss or dietary
changes were imposed by the researchers. Some of
those guys (approx 2000) developed hypertension
(high blood pressure). The researchers determined
what set apart those who developed high blood
pressure from those who didn’t. It turns out those
fellows who had five “protective health factors” cut
by more than half the likelihood of developing high
blood pressure. Those five are a normal Body Mass
Index, Not Smoking, Being Physically Active, Being
Physically Fit (beyond being merely physically
active), and Consuming Lightly, Alcohol.
I hope these help. If I run out of article ideas in the
coming months, I’ll go back to my notes from the
Annual Meeting. I described only four of the studies.
There are three thousand more.

Warren E. Jones, a Personal Trainer, is
an American College of Sports Medicine
(ACSM) Health Fitness Instructor, a
National Strength and Conditioning
Association Certified Strength and
Conditioning Specialist, and a holder of an
ACSM Certificate of Enhanced
Qualification. He can be reached at wej@
cox.net.

SUMMER TENT SALE
EDMOND – JULY 23 & 24
MIZUNO SHORTS & TEES $10
SOCKS $1

•

NORMAN – JULY 30 & 31

APPAREL
20% OFF

ORTHOTICS $5
RACING FLATS $10-25

“OUR BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR”
HUNDREDS OF SHOES FROM $10

NIKE • ASICS • BROOKS • NEW BALANCE • PUMA
SAUCONY • ADIDAS • PEARL IZUMI • NORTH FACE • TEVA • K-SWISS

NORMAN
Brookhaven Village
36th & W. Robinson
405.447.8445

EDMOND
EDMOND EXCHANGE
33rd & Broadway
405.285.1455
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7/1/2010, it is

$20

